
ACROSS
1 They're men, full stop

9 Like "Truly Madly Deeply", "I Just Called to Say I
Love You", or "Silly Love Songs" (all of which I
unironically love

14 "Aw shit, not this again..."

15 "xkcd" cartoonist Randall

16 Moulding profile commonly used between a pair
of doors (and not, as one might think, a
superhero from outer space)

17 Journalism giant

18 Brickhead of '80s and '90s commercials who got
his own minifig in 2016

20 It's used by Bryson DeChambeau when he tries
to Hulk Smash his driver 400+ yards (which isn't
golf, imo, and also fuck LIV Golf)

21 Letters after Binghamton, Hamilton, and Iona, in
supervocalic website URLs for colleges in New
York

22 Cheese and SonicFox, for two

25 Guy-Am-I's kid lit foil

29 Super Bowl LIII halftime show headliners

30 With 32-Across, more vulgar alternative to
"sowing / reaping", memetically

32 See 30-Across

33 Pokémon with a BMI of 104 (which somehow
isn't the largest BMI among Gen I Pokémon,
thanks to the short but stout Mankey)

34 Like the traveling salesman problem,
difficulty-wise

38 Any of the Party Ponies, in the Percy Jackson
novels

39 "Vox populi, vox ___" (the answer is not
CROSSWORD, much to Adrian Powell's chagrin)

40 Purple : ace :: green : ___ (oddly, one flag has the
color on the top and other has it on the bottom,
which bothers me a lot more than it should)

41 Sources of petrichor scents

47 Mitski song with the line "feel it bubbling from
below"

50 Dynasty succeeded by the Houses of Valois and
Bourbon

51 Canonical conjugate to time, in mechanics

52 Pull in front of

53 Doctor : Thompson Twins :: ___ : Elvis Costello

54 Like the main character of Molière's "Le
Bourgeois gentilhomme" (replace the first word
with an antonym to get an Omar
Rodríguez-López album, listen to the whole thing
and especially the title track, thank me later)

DOWN
1 Ancient Greek philosopher who believed that

everything was water (except none of the
answers in this puzzle are WATER)

2 LA suburb mentioned in Tom Petty's "Free
Fallin'" that anagrams to a word in the clue for
3-Down

3 Material that may be used when something
needs to be erased

4 First name among fictional Montenegrin
armchair detectives (there's gotta be at least
two, right?)

5 Started an Ironman competition, say

6 Square root of tera-, in metric prefixes

7 Jennifer whose debut novel was 1995's "The
Invisible Circus"

8 ___ me tangere (no lie, not the proudest of this
piece of fill)

9 "How ya doin'?"

10 Rashida's "Parks and Recreation" character

11 "Tell us Your Astrological Sign and We'll ___ to
be Interested Because We Are in Love With You"
(Reductress headline)

12 The ACC, Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-12, and SEC,
formerly, vis-à-vis college football (also, which is
weirder: the fact that the Big Ten has 14+ teams
and the Big 12 has ten, or the fact that the Big
Ten, Big 12, and Pac-12 all format their names
differently?)

13 For words?

15 Cookie often consumed during Passover

19 USA Today editor Erik

23 Late night text that might precede a booty call

24 Adar I or Adar II, e.g.

26 "Failing that..."

27 McDonald with the most Tony Awards for
performance (six, with at least one win in each
of the four acting categories)

28 Hoped-for output from a fast food machine
that's seemingly always broken

29 Cat originating from an Irish Sea isle

31 Daughter of Simba and Nala in "Lion King II"

32 Got under one's skin or got one's goat, say

33 Williams who knocked down a drone with a
tennis ball in one chapter of 15-Across' book
"How To: Absurd Scientific Advice for Common
Real-World Problems"

35 Veidt also known as Ozymandias in "Watchmen"

36 "Aladdin", "Beauty and the Beast", or "The Lion
King"

37 "Aladdin", "Beauty and the Beast", and "The Lion
King" studio

38 Old-timey slang for a hoopster that makes a lot
more sense when you know that the court used
to be surrounded by wire fencing (which, imo,
would make the game a lot more fun today)

42 A crewmate (or is it an impostor???) for Among
Us

43 Church part that's next to the narthex

44 Violent volcanic verb

45 Mathematical expression component

46 Anthropomorphic orange mascot of Syracuse
University

48 ___ Jayawardenapura Kotte (capital city near
Colombo)

49 "Hang on to my ___ / Everything is coming loose
tonight" ("Souls" lyric; note to self: reset the
"weeks since making a gratuitous Car Seat
Headrest reference" sign to zero, even though
no arctan(x)words puzzle is complete without
one)
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